
A Secret Weapon of WWII
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SS l (C 1) 1922 USS Langley (CV-1) 1922
 USS Lexington (CV-2) and USS Saratoga (CV-3) 1928
 USS Ranger (CV-4) 1934g ( )
 USS Yorktown (CV-5) 1938
 USS Enterprise (CV-6) 1938
 USS Wasp (CV-7) 1938 USS Wasp (CV-7) 1938
 USS Hornet (CV-8)  1941
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 Fixed DF loops in single-seat fighters
 In pilots headrest or wound around fuselage.
 Required change of direction to find the null.

 External rotatable loops
 Impair aircraft performance

6DZ-1 Loop Antenna



 Needs a radio operator.
 Impaired aircraft performance.
 The enemy can easily home to your ship.
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 Naval Research Lab (NRL) assigned the problem.
 Use conventional low-frequency homing beacons?
 Create a new VHF line-of-sight beacon?
 Problem – 1928-1930 era vacuum tubes not effectiveProblem 1928 1930 era vacuum tubes not effective 

at VHF frequencies.
 Mid 1930’s TV research began to develop tubes that Mid 1930 s, TV research began to develop tubes that 

were  usable at VHF frequencies.



 UHF Vacuum tubes
 TX - RCA 8025 triode

 RX - RCA 954 Pentode
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' i l d l i ll d h i SS NRL's experimental model was installed on the carrier USS 
Saratoga, flagship of the Commander Aircraft Battle Force, then 
Adm. E.J. King (May 1938).  g ( y )

After witnessing its performance, Adm. King, in a letter to the 
Navy Department dated 29 Aug 1938 stated "The acceptabilityNavy Department dated 29 Aug. 1938, stated The acceptability 
of the principle of a rotating superfrequency beacon for homing to 
aircraft carriers at sea or landing fields ashore has been fully 
d d Ad h (M d l YE) f idemonstrated.  Adopt the (Model YE) system for primary means 
of homing carrier aircraft."
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 YE = The Carrier Beacon Transmitter
 ZB = The Aircraft Homing Receiver
 The Army Air Corps later adopted it as the The Army Air Corps later adopted it as the  

AN/ARR-1 receiver.
 The YE beacon transmitter was also used at someThe YE beacon transmitter was also used at some 

Army, Navy & Marine Corps airfields.
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 Carrier used a rotating directional antenna that made two Carrier used a rotating directional antenna that made two 
360 degree sweeps per minute.

 Morse code letters were transmitted in 30 degree 
segments during each sweep.

 Each aircraft had a ZB receiver that allowed the pilot to 
copy the letterscopy the letters.

 The Morse code letters indicated which directional 
heading would get the pilot back to the carrier.
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 Frequency – 234 - 258 MC
 Modulation Frequency 540 – 830 KC
 Continuous-Wave Morse Code  
 Letter repeated twice in each 30° sector.

 Antenna Rotation
 2 RPM
 ID sent every 10th rotation.

 Range 275 miles at 15,000 feet.
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 Only a small simple antenna was required on Only a small simple antenna was required on 
the aircraft

 The homing receiver and communications The homing receiver and communications 
receiver that it fed could be set at pre-flight 
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Ships heading
indicator and 
adjustment crank

Cam with sector
letters
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Cam with station ID
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 Operated in the range of 250 Mhz With “line-of Operated in the range of 250 Mhz. With line-of 
sight” transmission limits.

 Used dual modulation requiring double-q g
detection receivers.

 Enemy VHF direction finding technology was 
extremely limited. 

 Sector-code signals, modulation frequency, and 
t itt d VHF f ld b h dtransmitted VHF frequency could be changed 
regularly.



 Low Probability of Detection
 250MC was considered Ultra-High Frequency.
 Range limited to line-of-sight.
 Japan had no appropriate equipment for detection.

 Low Probability of Intercept
 “Double modulation”
 Random sequence of sector ID’s
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FC

250.000 MHz

0.001 MHz
AUDIO RANGE

F

249.001 MHz 250.001 MHz(1 KHz)

F
DETECTOR OUTPUT

ON-THE-AIR SIGNAL

In the receiver detector, the sideband signals beat against 
the carrier resulting in a signal in the audio range.
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FC

250.000 MHz

0.600 MHz

AUDIO RANGE

F

249.400 MHz 250.600 MHz(600 KHz)

F

DETECTOR OUTPUT
ON-THE-AIR SIGNAL

• Standard AM receiver hears nothing.
• Detector output of ZB receiver is sent to a medium-wave CW 
receiver for a second detection
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receiver for a second detection.
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 Stories are legion of the systems ability to lead Stories are legion of the systems ability to lead 
pilots home, sometimes in the dark and with 
dwindling fuel reservesdwindling fuel reserves.

 The enemy Admirals never could understand 
h il d ihow our pilots were so adept at returning to 
their carriers.

 There are incidents where Japanese pilots 
landed on our carriers because they were lost.y



The ZB and ARR-1 receivers were upgraded to ARR-2 receivers 
that combined the VHF and MF receivers in a single unit that fit a 
t d d k t th b i lif i th tstandard rack mount thereby simplifying the system.



 This system remain in use as the primary 
carrier-homing method until 1960.

 Replaced by the TACAN UHF VOR/DME 
transponder system.
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Suffice to Say that Many of Our Pilots in the 
Pacific Theatre (and other areas as well) Were 
Saved by This Unique System
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